SECURE AND TESTED
WALKWAY, LADDER, PLATFORM
AND HANDRAIL SYSTEMS FOR
SAFE BUILDING ACCESS

All Sayfa products are tested and comply with
the British Standards relevant to their use. They
are supplied with fitting instructions, but in many
cases Sayfa will arrange installation for you. Where
relevant Sayfa will provide training courses in the
safe use of all products including recommended
inspection and maintenance routines.

9948
ISO 9001:2008

9948
ISO 14001:2004

9948
BS OHSAS 18001:2007

HANDRAILS

Versatility complements safety
with SentryRail handrail systems.
According to need, select from
rails that are free-standing,
available for roofs with less than
10 percent pitch, or attached to the
host building structure. A range of
corners and D-ends plus various
lengths of handrail are available
so each job can be personalised
to the roof in question. They can
be specified as fixed upright
handrails, or of a demountable
design that enables them to
be folded down for areas of
less frequent use or where
aesthetics are a consideration.
Choice again extends to galvanised
steel or aluminium, painted to
RAL colours or powder coated
to complement décor.

Infill panel designs can be made to most specifications and requirements.

Infill panel

Fence panel

Louvre panel

Security mesh panel

LADDERS

Permanent roof ladders cut
workforce risks for both temporary
and permanent access on site.
The emphasis is very much on
choice and adaptability: apart from
a choice of galvanised steel or
aluminium construction, there are
different styles to fit different roof
profiles and to bridge obstacles.
Payload fixed access ladders have a
vertical safety line. Companionway
ladders are often used instead
of stairways when space is at a
premium. Payload ladders can
incorporate a variety of handrails,
grab rails, safety lines, gates and
safety cages.
For aesthetic consideration, colour
coding and powder-coating options
enable the external building décor
to be complemented.

The maximum climbing height
for a single ladder - 10m

10m
Maximum

Should the ladder extend over 10m then
the individual ladder heights must be
6m or less

More
than
10m

6m
Maximum

PLATFORMS

The Sayfa range includes access
platforms and gantries to give safe
access for a variety of roof-based
maintenance or cleaning purposes.
Modularity is the key, with the
system having the great flexibility
of being bolted together to suit
individual roof configurations – for
example, spanning low-level roof
obstructions. The elements include
fixed or free-standing design, on
non-slip PVC feet, and with GRP or
steel mesh walkways.
Maximum users on Aluminium/Galvanised steel gantry
Occasional maintenance use

Aluminium /
Galvanised

Maximum users
SWL 450Kg

Galvanised steel walkway

Up to 6.0m

610mm

WALKWAYS
and STEPOVERS

“Combining rooftop
access and safety
for maintenance
or cleaning - with
adaptability of design
and aesthetic
consideration.”

Sayfa Payload rooftop walkways
come with a choice of three
materials of construction. The
PVC variant is quick to lay – and
can be rolled out over PVC roofs
to provide a non-slip walkway
that is self-weighted so that
it won’t blow away. The GRP
option provides a strong and
lightweight walkway, designed
expressly for roof types such as
composite panel and standing
seams. Self-supporting over
500mm, it can be cut as and
where you will. Finally, the
strongest of the three systems
are the steel or aluminium
walkways. Designed for longer

Stepover

spans, they will also take
heavier load ratings.
Stepovers can be up to 1.5m
high and are usually supplied
freestanding on rubber plates.
There are options for single and
double flights and swing gate
entrances.

Aluminium walkway

Length to suit customer requirements

Up to 2.4m

0.5 - 2.0m

610mm

Height to suit
customer
requirements

810mm
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